Phase synchronization on spatially embedded duplex networks with total cost constraint.
Synchronization on multiplex networks has attracted increasing attention in the past few years. We investigate collective behaviors of Kuramoto oscillators on single layer and duplex spacial networks with total cost restriction, which was introduced by Li et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 018701 (2010)] and termed as the Li network afterwards. We first explore how the topology of the network influences synchronizability of Kuramoto oscillators on single layer Li networks and find that the closer the Li network is to a regular lattice, the more difficult for it to evolve into synchronization. Then, we investigate synchronizability of duplex Li networks and find that the existence of inter-layer interaction can greatly enhance inter-layer and global synchronizability. When the inter-layer coupling strength is larger than a certain critical value, inter-layer synchronization will always occur. Furthermore, on single layer Li networks, nodes with larger degrees reach global synchronization more easily than those with smaller degrees, while on duplex Li networks, due to inter-layer interaction, this phenomenon becomes much less obvious. The results are important for us to gain insight into collective behaviors of many real-world complex systems which inherently possess multiplex architecture.